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From The Director’s Desk

Vijender Sharma is an Indian artist par excellence. He is one of the most skilled artists we have. Right from his 
college days he has been experimenting with various subjects to capture on his canvases. From expertise of works on 
Indian mythology from Mahabharata and Ramayana to the abstract experimentations he has tried it all. Perhaps in 
this journey he has had several challenges to face which facilitated to bring out the versatility and deep expressions 
in his artworks. He is not amongst the ones who get satisfied with what simply sells but has worked piously to 
accomplish a signature style while dabbling with various subjects that he paints.

We have followed the commercial nature of the art market, where artists have done exceptionally well by getting 
known for their styles in painting Horses, Lotuses, Bandwalas etc. and also because there was an increase in 
demand for these works by the art connoisseurs. However, for the artist he paints what comes to him naturally 
and his inspiration drawn from mythical characters, sacred epics and mysterious dramatis personae. Certainly, 
the immensity of his skill defines him as the hallmark of a good artist and his artworks celebrate him as ‘Vijender 
Sharma’ and the magic he creates are among his best qualities and allies. All his works are enormously real and are 
never bound by the confines of a canvas. Due to his detailed capture of each minute subject in his paintings, his 
output is rather measured and because of his popularity his works are seldom available.

Henceforth, we at Dhoomimal Gallery are immensely happy to be a part of his solo show “Illusions of Time”, which 
is his first solo show nearly after a decade.

 

Uday Jain
Dhoomimal Gallery
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Allure Arts was founded by acclaimed art curators – Umesh Soin and Nipun Soin, having their knack for art for a 
period of 20 years. Allure has curated numerous art exhibitions in the past, in association with Visual Art Gallery 
(IHC), AIFACS, Lalit Kala Academy, Triveni Kala Sangam, Hotel Ashok, Hotel The Oberoi, Hotel Taj (Mumbai and 
Kolkata), Hotel The Leela (Gurugram), Jahangir Art Gallery (Mumbai), Bikaner House (Delhi), Taj Vivanta to name a 
few.

“Art is not a thing; it is a way,” emphasises Nipun, Co-Founder of Allure Art. “At Allure Art, we firmly believe in 
advocating the incredible craftsmanship of our artists, whether they are upcoming ones or the pioneers in the world 
of art. We leave no stone unturned in bringing out the best in their works,” he adds. Moving ahead with this vision, 
Allure takes pride in unveiling the diversity in various Indian art forms. The team has always been passionate about 
the reception and appreciation of several art forms.

“We have broadened our vision to include modern and contemporary art forms including oil/acrylic on canvas, 
Sculptures Graffiti, customized art forms including wall installations – murals, relief work and string art. Hence, 
by holding on to our long-established ethos, we make artworks accessible as well as affordable for our esteemed 
clients. Moreover, we are delighted to work with prominent as well as upcoming art galleries as we have been doing 
since long,” exclaims Nipun.

Apart from curating the much-admired exhibitions, the company offers consultancy for patrons of art along with 
various corporate art services. Through its corporate as well as residential consultancy, it connects the art community 
with the business world. Its direct approach coupled with great expertise makes the selection, acquisition and 
installation of art works, a seamless process.

The Allure team has successfully completed an Art Appreciation course from National Museum Institute of History 
of Art & Conservation, Ministry of Culture, Govt. of India and are certified in the same field. Allure has been 
honoured twice with the Dr. S. Radha Krishnan Memorial National Award-2018 & 2019 by Akhil Bhartiya Swatantra 
PatrakarAvomLekhak Sangh (Regd.) for Contribution in ‘Fine Art & Art Education’. Allure also does its bit for 
society. It has been recognised on AAJ TAK for doing the first Online Virtual exhibition for the promotion of art and 
contributing the sale proceeds for the PM Care Fund during the Pandemic.
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From The Curator’s Desk

“It is no wonder that an impeccable artist dips his brush in his soul and paints his own nature into his artworks”.

This statement by H.W. Beecher rings true in case of our renowned artist who is here to mesmerize you with 
his style of work, the pride of India, none other than Vijender Sharma -a very few amid the Indian artists 
who can illustrate life on the canvas through his magical strokes.With a remarkable flair for art, he also has 
an incredible zeal to work and portray manifold subjects on the canvas. No wonder that is the reason he is 
constantly rising and shining in his life. The themes chosen by him are commonplace but powerful. Love, 
death, devoutness, corruption, pretenseis some of his chosen subjects to work upon.

The artist has, over time, gained insights about human relationships and an understanding of human with his 
environs. He adheres to realist-naturalist mode of representation in his paintings with an efficacy towards 
administering the core idea in a way which is a treat to watch for the onlookers. His works are based on 
his life experiences. This is the key reason why we see his works interacting with the audiences and telling 
them a never heard before tale. His works have evolved over time, from depicting his art through traditional 
mediums including oil, acrylic and to using new methods including 3D installation of the modern-day.

His style and works give a picture of illusion of times, thus opening new avenues of endless exploration.
Vijender’s forte lies in medium and nature of content he illustrates. With aninimitable style he presents 
a dreamlike landscape for his spectators to decipher. Vijender wants his audiences to feel the intensity 
and become a part of his lifelike works. One feels like holding the objects he paints in a three-dimensional 
structure.

Vijender projects a photograph realistically onto the canvas. His attention to minute details makes his artworks 
an epitome of beauty entwined with mystery. The onlookers find his works thoughtful and dreamlike.The 
young illustrator makes parallelexhaustive probes into color, approaches it with stimulatingfascination, 
grips and balances it with unerring mind’s eye. Besides, he has gained a laudable clasp on human anatomy 
framework. His demonstration of diverse facets of human life is flawless.His proficient handling of colors 
and having an eye for otherintricacies converts realism into the land ofillusion! 

Another incredible feature in his style of working is that the frames that he makes use of,intermingles with 
the portraiteffortlessly. He depicts the creation as it could be, contrasting it with its present-dayscenario. 
As per his interpretation, the world at the momentgives the impression of being aneternal persistence of 
oppositions, double-facedness outlined in the form of mask or disguise, a recurrentkeynote in his artworks 
over theyears. 

Nipun Soin, November 2022
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Vijender Sharma: An Overview of a Journey in Contemporary Art

A conjoined aura of hallucinogenic and metaphysical realms appears to reverberate through much of Vijender 
Sharma’s vast and varied art-scape. In a free play of mystery and surrealism his paintings featurean expanse, that is 
bold and beautiful, sensuous and pristine, real and imagined, love and hate, life and death, greed and hypocrisy, joy 
and pain, dreams and nightmares, masks and clowns, or ideas and idealism. The repository it seems is essentially 
about people, life and human nature. “I get lost when I am painting”, claims the artist for whom reality and duality 
of life are integral to his creative genre. 

Early Track

The early track the artist has had to traverse through has been somewhat rough and patchy. Son of a policeman 
and born in Delhi as one of the four siblings, Vijender grew up in a middle-class humble family that lived in the city 
having migrated from Uttar Pradesh. During his schooling, the young boy enjoyed doodling and drawing though 
also followed hisstudies regularly. A dreamer, he often toyed in his mind as to which of the three career paths that he 
had shortlisted - to join the army, turn an ascetic or be a painter - should he take up, once he grows up. Mercifully 
the divine will sorted this out for him. His weak eyesight blocked his entry into the first profession and compulsions 
to earn a living ruled the second one out, taking him onto a course by engaging him in his inborn passion and talent 
for art. 

This was a brave new world for Vijender, sans any artistic lineage. The family despite some initial reluctance gave 
him their moral support. However, they could not be of much help in his pursuit. Given his deft hand and inner 
calling though, he managed to gain admission and joined the College of Art in New Delhi. It is here that he passed 
his bachelor’s degree followed by a master’s, both in art and with flying colours, winning a Gold Medal. As his hidden 
creativity came to the fore, he took to painting with a vengeance. Given the finesse and aesthetic merit in his art, he 
began to make a mark and gain eminence in his chosen field. 

Like many of his contemporaries, he too has had to struggle during the early phase of his career. With very few 
galleries and hardly any collectors around, he had to survive by taking up small time commissioned assignments. 
He made portraits, designed book covers, did illustrations, made cartoons, cinema hoardings and posters. The fees 
he received for these assignments helped him pull through a difficult phase. Given his deft hand and fine technique, 
soonsome prestigious commissions came his way. He did design work and made paintings for popular TV serials 
– B.R. Chopra’s ‘Mahabharata’ and Ramanand Sagar’s ‘Ramayana’ amongst others. This brought him fame name 
and much needed financial security besides bringing his work to the attention of the gallery and collector sectors. 
Several successful and sell-out shows followed in quick succession, winning him critical acclaim too.  

Vijender is an artist to the hilt and looks like one too. The tall handsome man, bespectacled and adorning an innocent 
demure, is a pleasant person. He can often be seen dressed in his trademark long flowing kurta or kaftan. During 
another recent visit to his well-placed studio on the first floor of his home in East Delhi, gave one a fair impression 
of the artist’s working life and aspirations. The studio evokes a congenial air. A night bird, Vijender starts to paint 
around mid-morning after attending to his daily routine. A couple of hours are devoted to mediation followed by 
an exercise regime. He gives equal emphasis to mental and physical fitness for his creativity and continues to draw 
and paint for long hours at a stretch until late into the night when there is no one around “to disturb my flow of 
imagination”. 

A homely person, Vijender has had to endure some difficult phases in his life. The death of his father and then in 
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quick succession losing his younger brother in a road accident left him devastated for some time. For someone 
shy by nature and soft spoken, this pushed him further inwards. Finally, he could find solace only in his art. “I 
communicate through my brush and love writing poetry for my own peace of mind,” says he, who lives a life in and 
for art. The painter and poet is also an accomplished writer whose stories and text such as Yatra and Atmabodh 
reverberate with themes akin to what he does in his art.

It is his resolve and the technical finesse inthework, that enabled Vijender to make it big with his very first solo 
exhibition in 1989 when his paintings sold for a handsome figure of 38,000 rupees. And he has never had to look back. 
With numerous outstanding drawings and paintings to his credit, his work has been featured in several eminent 
solo and group shows in cities across India and abroad, winning him accolades and credits including ‘artist of the 
year award at Harmony Show Mumbai in 2003 and First Prize for AIFACS Delhi in 2009. His paintings are a part 
of major public and private collections across India and abroad including the President’s House and Hyderabad 
House, besides the Reliance, Dabur, Oberoi, Britannia and Godrej groups amongst others. 

Style & Substance

Vijender’s approach to his work is spontaneous and a straightforward one. He does not plan but likes to sit and 
meditate before starting to paint on a canvas. As some ideas begin to emerge, he makes some quick drawings or 
sketches of the layouts in his notebook before doing so on a canvas or paper. Prepares the base first by applying 
a couple of layers of acrylic. Then draws the outline in charcoal, before painting in oil to develop the imagery and 
build the texture. The painting changes its course as it progresses. Colours happen in sync with the image and the 
emotion of the work. He prefers working in oil though also uses acrylic and has a good command on watercolours 
and charcoal too. It takes him weeks to paint one large work, painted in six or more layers. He mixes different 
colours including gold and silver as well as linseed oil, turpentine and occasionally also petrol to get the desired 
palette and build appropriate texture. 

Akin to the old masters’ style, including Rembrandt, Pollock and Francis Bacon, his paintings adorn a mix of natural 
and cultivated charm. His preference is for painting on large sized works, though he also paints on smaller canvases 
and paper. Oil is his favourite medium though he makes selective use of acrylic and paints in charcoal and egg 
tempera too. With a realistic touch his expressionist expressive work spreads onto the realm of super realism. 
Engaging primarily with figuration and narration, he has also experimented with geometric forms and abstract 
paintings especially during the initial phase of his career. A multifaceted artist, his creative track has traversed from 
painting to design to illustration and writing poetry. He has done portraiture, designed book covers, illustrations, 
painted cartoons and film banners etc. 

His creative approach echoes an affinity with Salvador Dali. The people in his narratives operate in theatrical 
settings. The Illusionist artist paints clowns, packed objects, and masks, besides people, as metaphors of desire 
encompassing a sense of displacement and confusion. The masks, eyes, strings and objects are used to express the 
character’s hidden emotions and build an illusion of three-dimensionality in the work. Most of his paintings extend 
to envelop the frame within the work. 

Though he has painted from live models, he finds the experience somewhat restrictive and prefers to work in full 
freedom inspired by his own imagination and ideas. The scale is another important element in the artist’s work. 
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He likes to paint on large canvases often life size or more. The artist uses a range of materials – canvas, board and 
paper. Also textured paper and special hog hair and other brushes to create bubbles in acrylic on wet surface. He 
lets the drawing and colours overflow into the mount board or frame and then re-enter the inner space of the 
image for added effect. He often works on the painting again after the framer has done his job to make the frame an 
integral component of the painting. 

The prime focus of Vijender’s fascinating repertoire is on female form. Her lithe physique and engaging character is 
figured in finely executed and fluent line work. The free-flowing forms and taut curves of her body appear immersed 
in a selective and measured palette. The figure fulsome and seductive; often of a young girl, her face etched with her 
inner feelings and secrets; looks somewhat naïve and innocent. The undercurrent of inexplicable melancholy can 
be seen lurking behind the sensuous beauties and their beseeching eyes. Figured and painted with a sensibility, the 
female form is reflective not only of how the world perceives her but also how she perceives the world. Of special 
beauty are his nudes initially painted from live models but now almost entirely from his own imagination. “It is 
liberating to paint the characters of my dreams,” says the artist whose women nymph look-alikes adorn bodies that 
ooze out sensuousness. Some of them are featured with an innocent look other in an enquiring mode. Her beautiful 
wide-open eyes seem loaded with inner feelings lined with satirical undertones. “Eyes are perceived as decorative, 
as most people just look, they don’t really see with their eyes, instead they go by here-say,” laments the artist. 

Fantasies and mythical characters are a part of his inspiration. The surrealist expressive artworks invariably 
feature a meticulously painted sheer veil that acts like a go-between human reality and spiritual fantasy. There is 
a juxtaposition of differently oriented images and coalesce of experiments in his palette, textures and metaphoric 
arrangements. Within a simplistic surface he creates layered narratives lined with intense themes. The compositions 
articulate telling tales that open up with multiple meanings on a closer look. The laboriously built textures seem to 
recall childhood memories of his mother making Sanjhi and mud structures for festivities and his own experience 
of working on illustrations for films and TV serials. The inspiration for the enigmatic touch in his handling of 
the human figure, be it the anatomy of a nude form, is derived from his study of old master’s work including 
Michelangelo and Rembrandt. 

All elements that make his compositions come alive appear immersed in selective bright and subtle colours. “I am 
fearless when working on a canvas and happy to go the way my mind and brush takes me”, says the artist whose 
spontaneous and rapid brush strokes endow the work with a natural charm and energy that he claims is not pre-
planned.“I let the work change and evolve in its own course”, says the artist as he recalls the accidental fall of 
turpentine on his finished painting endowing it with a new look and life. Apparently, Vijender’s oeuvre is about 
the reality of illusion. It may be triggered by anything. It may emerge from anywhere or nowhere. Reflective of the 
artist’s wide-ranging experiences and his focus on humanism versus the spectacle ofsex and violence in today’s 
world, his characters are framed in pensive mood. The faces, eyes, hair, costumes and body parts - torsos, legs and 
limbs, are drawn in intricate details and painted meticulously. The direction of the protagonists too is rendered 
depending on their orientation be it in a sitting, standing, or reclining position.  It takes the artist about two weeks 
to finish one large painting and he works mostly on one work in hand at any given time. 

A master in drawing, he paints in oils on canvas, works in watercolours, conte and pencil drawings on paper, 
besides painting in acrylic too. His excellence in handling the figure is widely acknowledged. Marked for their 
intimacy and meditative aura, the compositions enriched with selective use of text and calligraphy, appear serene 
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and surrealist simultaneously. The super realistic aura they create can be intriguing and engaging. Questions such as 
what is art, and who am I, or what is life all about, keep recurring in the artist’s mind and get reflected in his canvases 
overflowing with realistic imagery. The artist, who normally sticks to drawing and painting often suggestive of three-
dimensionality, has also taken to experimentation with other media and plans to make some sculptural works. A 
mystical touch with a layered meaning is a recurrent element in his narrative compositions. There is metaphoric 
use of symbols and objects such as spikes, drapes, thread, masks, and tape etc. slipping in and out of the frame or 
encircling around and through the painting. These lurking symbols run across the painted imagery and around the 
frame making the frame itself an integral part of the main composition. 

The Repertory

The focus in much of the artist’s repository is primarily on human life, people’s emotions and narratives connected 
to their life. Be this about Adam and Eve, the forbidden fruit, the umbilical cord, sperm and the cycle of life. There 
are protagonists who with their silent voices add an eerie aura around the compositions. The artist paints dreams. 
He features people of varied demeanor. His characters are thinkers nursing their hidden perspectives and relishing 
their secret lives. The paintings of beautiful damsels, their voluptuous bodies wrapped in cellophane cover or 
clothed in see-through layered costumes, their features drawn and painted in intricate details, offer surrealist 
studies of human portraits. The choreographed compositions with beautifully drawn eyes, hair, strings, masks and 
other objects spread around, present engaging dramatic play. The metaphysical painter creates surreal and magical 
canvases including some spiritual leaders, revered for their universal form, and not tied to a particular religion or 
region. Known for his super realistic forms, his collection features real life look-alike figures with masks, heart-
shaped forms, petals and threadshanging or tied up as in ‘Love and Masks I & II’. The realistic appearance of the 
characters is deceptive to the eye, in a vein similar to the Greek painter Zeuxis painting of grapes, that look so real 
that birds are tempted to peck at them! 

The artist is also credited with a series of portraits including a tiny one-and-a-half feet portrait of ‘M.F. Husain’ in 
watercolours that he had painted when still in his final year at the art college. One needs to see it through a magnifying 
glass to appreciate its finesse and the minute details properly. “It is a good reminder of my days of struggle and keeps 
me grounded”, says Vijender who wishes to retain it for his own collection. Another “high point of my career has been 
the invitation received from the then President of India Dr. Abdul Kalam to make his portrait”. A memorable and 
exciting experience that he continues to cherish. Credited with bringing alive the late poet art critic Keshav Malik 
in a beautiful painting, he has also done portraitures featuring Mother Teresa, Mahatma Gandhi, Buddha and Jesus 
Christ among others. His expertise in giving the revered figures his own positive and open-minded interpretation 
is reflected in his painting titled ‘Salvation’, which features Christ adorning a crown surrounded by symbols of love 
instead of thorns. The masks tied together and hanging from threads within the frame, seem to signify the need to 
avoid deception. 

Vijender’s work engages with fantasies, real life encounters and mythical characters. Akin to the sheer veil, which 
covers his protagonists, the surrealist compositions depict human reality entailing mystery and fantasy as depicted 
in the two differently sized partly covered and oriented characters, one male and the other female, their eyes wide 
open accompanied by a variety of masks, and titled ‘The Red Mask’. There is also acinematic realism in some of his 
paintings that stem from his work with Bollywood films and television serials as in ‘The Masks Player’ and ‘Lady with 
Masks’. Such paintings are markers of his versatility as an illustrator and illuminator. 
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There are other creations that mark his measured brushwork entailing details as in the stitched-up figure surrounded 
by calligraphic messaging in ‘Life is Life’. The painting titled ‘Big Bang’ presents the dilemma of the tied-up sperm 
or may be a soul. ‘Desire for Rebirth I’ and ‘Desire for Rebirth II’ paintings rotate around the notion of cycle of 
life-death-rebirth. Offering a touching contrast appears ‘Desire 2013-II’ where the seed is trying to tear apart the 
cover and come out of the womb cutting through the blood red umbilical cords and the body itself. In contrast 
appear two different compositions both titled ‘The Forbidden Fruit’. Their graded palette of red and gray, with the 
figure appearing in one case, is symbolic of Adam and Eve. The silvery sheath and the tempting looking red apple 
add an engraved metallic look to the imagery. It also exemplifies the artist’s mastery in handling colours, textures 
and forms. Also noteworthy is the contrast in the nude body’s background and foreground as painted in ‘Gold and 
Body’. The remarkable delicacy, depicted in the reclining nude figure, appears realistic as if you can touch or feel her 
emotions.  “I like to focus on the anatomy and structure of the figure” asserts the artist who is fearless when working 
on the figure in his paintings. The ‘Social Listener’ somewhat lonesome and lost, his face covered with a mask, while 
many others stacked behind him, his hands tied up and eyes located elsewhere, makes an engaging art-scape. The 
composition titled ‘Stop’ with a bird sticking his neck out of the nested hole and several other pock-marked telltale 
signs of injury, decay and loss that cover not only the canvas but also beyond it onto the frame, make an evocative 
painting. 

A search through the collection brings forth a range of visual stories in multiple sizes, styles, expressions and illusions. 
There are people, men and women sheathed in their see-through robes of transparent polythene look hyper realistic. 
There are clowns and magicians who entertain the world. Insulated from the mundane life around, the happy go 
lucky looking clowns articulate telling tales with double-edged meaning as mirrored in their lonesome lives. One 
of the works in this series is part of the Bollywood star entertainer Amitabh Bacchant’s collection. There are also 
paintings featuring beautiful ladies. Others are highlighted with masks and petals lying within the composition and 
the frame that binds the picture together. His works also touch on the futility of hankering after worldly pleasures 
that are transient, leaving one with a feeling of emptiness once they evaporate. The paintings titled ‘Love Hate and 
Meditation’ and ‘The Life of Meditator’ come within this domain as they highlight the need for meditation. His most 
recent work is a twelve-piece composition ‘Realism to Abstraction’ which traces a journey and presents an interesting 
point in this contemporary artist’s track.  

Vijender’s women including the lonesome ones hold their heads high, even when covered in clinging or see-through 
sheaths of cloth, or tied down by thin red cord that they seem to want to rip off, yearning for freedom from bonds 
that hold them back. The work also stands for the changing face of Indian woman - no longer confined or wrapped 
up in a Ghunghat or veil as in the olden days. On the one hand it suggests her open and liberal worldview and on 
the other it is a satire on the way her form continues to be used and misused by the society and media even today. 
With flowers and petals, masks, strings and objects scattered around, the paintings in the collection represent the 
struggle between the positives and the negatives, a part of human life. There are hyper realistic and illusionistic 
compositions with a tinge of satire on contemporary double-edged life.

His work lays special emphasis on the sensuousness and beauty of the figure. The face is given a soft touch while the 
eyes; the eyebrows, hair and hands are painted meticulously. Measured brush strokes using hard and soft brushes 
help create a bright and vivid palette, with a play of light and shade. “I like to focus both on the inner emotions 
and outer appearance of my protagonists” claims the artist who has mastered the art of creating a different and 
third colour of his own design by mixing two or more of the readily available ones. His symbols are open to varied 
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interpretations such as sperm like form may stand in for a womb, flowers for youth, and strings suggest confinement 
or links while masks signify society and games that people play.    

Vijender paints for a living and does it exceedingly well for himself. Occasionally critiqued for the decorative elements 
in his work, it calls for a closer look and study of the themes that underline his sensuous oeuvre. In his scheme of 
creativity there is no time or interest for direct sermons via art. Rather than confrontation his art seeks resolution. 
A fascination with beauty is evident in the artist’s masterly handling of human form including female figuration. 
“Art for art’s sake is a prerequisite for it to impact the society”, asserts the artist who believes art must be visually 
enticing for it to engage the viewer. He lays emphasis on meditation, drawing, form, palette, texture, composition and 
experimentation rather than depending on mechanical or electronic devices for his work. For him the visual appeal 
in an artwork is essential for it to draw the viewer in. 

Note: The quotes in the text are from the writer’s conversations with the artist.
………………………………..

Sushma K. Bahl, MBE, is an independent arts advisor, writer and curator of cultural projects, formerly, Head, Arts 
& Culture, British Council, India. She is the author of books titled 5000 Years of Indian Art, Forms of Devotion, Aadi 
Anant and Moulded Magic: Sculpture on a Bench. She has also written books on some renowned artists, including 
Thota Vaikuntam, Paresh Maity, Satish Gupta, Shuvaprasanna and Rini Dhumal and curated numerous exhibitions 
and projects including ‘Ways of Seeing’ which won the Art India - Habitat best curated exhibition award, besides 
‘Forms of Devotion’ exhibition which toured Bangkok, Shanghai and Madrid following its launch in New Delhi, 
‘Merging Metaphors’, the ASEAN- India artists residency and exhibition and the first ever ‘Yoga Chakra’ exhibition, 
among others.
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LIFE IS LIFE, Oil on canvas, 55 x 44 inches, 2011
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DESIRE - II, Oil on canvas, 33 x 33 inches, 2013
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DESIRE FOR REBIRTH, Oil on canvas, 60 x 66 inches, 2020
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DESIRE FOR REBIRTH II, Oil on canvas, 60 x 66 inches, 2020
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FORBIDDEN FRUIT, Oil on canvas, 42 x 42 inches, 2017
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THE FORBIDDEN FRUIT, Oil on canvas, 45 x 45 inches
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LOVE AND MASKS - I, Oil on canvas, 48 x 36 inches, 2013

17



LOVE AND MASKS - II, Oil on canvas, 48 x 36 inches, 2013
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LOVE AND MASKS, Oil on canvas, 57 x 42 inches, 2022

19



LADY WITH MASKS, Oil on canvas, 66 x 60 inches, 2022
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THE RED MASK, Oil on canvas, 49 x 49 inches, 2019
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THE RED MASK, Oil on canvas, 67 x 49 inches, 2017

22



THE MASKS PLAYER, Oil on canvas, 49 x 49 inches, 2013

23



SOCIAL LISTENER, Oil on canvas, 33 x 48 inches, 2022
24



LOVE, HATE  AND MEDITATION, Oil on canvas, 47 x 58 inches, 2017

25



WELCOME OF MYSTERY, Oil on canvas, 37 x 40 inches, 2008

26



BIG-BANG, Oil on canvas, 38 x 54 inches

27



SALVATION, Oil on canvas, 58 x 82 inches, 2015

28



GOLD AND BODY, Oil on canvas, 30 x 38 inches, 2019

29



HUMANITY, Oil on canvas, 84 x 60 inches, 2007

30



MESSENGER OF PEACE, Oil on canvas, 29 x 37 inches, 2015

31



TRANSFORMATION I, Oil on canvas, 12 x 12 inches, 2022 (Set of 12)

32



LIFE OF MEDITATORS, Oil on canvas, 50 x 50 inches, 2022

33



ANJOLIE ELA MENON, Oil on canvas, 18 x 22 inches, 2022

34



KESHAV MALIK, Oil on canvas, 21 x 18 inches, 2017
35
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MAHAYODDHA SHRI KRISHNA
Watercolour and tempera on paper, 20 x 30 inches, 1982

CUBISTIC STILL LIFE 
Egg tempera on paper, 22 x 30 inches, 1983

OMWATI’S PORTRAIT 
Oil on canvas, 18 x 24 inches, 1985

LAUGHING MAN
Oil on board, 36 x 36 inches, 1986
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BUTCHER
Oil on canvas, 30 x 36 inches, 1987

TRAVELLING
Oil on canvas, 40 x 48 inches, 1988

MAN IN ANGLED DISTORTION 
Oil on board, 24 x 36 inches, 1987

THEY
Pencil on paper, 15 x 22 inches, 1988
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MICHAEL ANGELO
Oil on canvas, 36 x 48 inches, 1988

STRUGGLE
Oil on canvas, 48 x 36 inches, 1988

TRAVELLING
Oil on canvas, 40 x 48 inches, 1988

SALVADOR DALI
 Oil on canvas, 18 x 24 inches, 1988
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WATCH
 Oil on canvas, 60 x 66 inches, 1990

SELF PORTRAIT III
 Oil on canvas, 12  x 12 inches, 2001

THE FRIST GREY HAIR 
Oil on canvas, 45 x 61 inches, 2001

MONALISA IN AFGHANISTAN 
Oil on canvas, 27 x 35 inches, 2002
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BETWEEN AGONY & ECSTASY 
Oil on canvas, 40 x 60 inches, 2002

YOGA, BHOGA AND CLOWN
 Oil on canvas, 66 x 54 inches, 2002

VIJENDER SHARMA - SELF PORTRAIT 
 Oil on canvas, 12 x 12 inches, 2003

MEDITATOR 
Mixed media on paper, 12 x 22 inches,  2008
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THINKER II
Charcoal on paper, 15 x 22 inches, 2008

DESIRE
 Mixed media on paper, 23 x 18 inches, 2008

BALANCE OF LIFE
Charcoal on paper, 15 x 22 inches, 2008

LOVE IS OUR RELIGION 
Oil on canvas, 54.5 x 42.5 inches, 2008
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LIFE IS ROUND
Mixed media on paper, 15 x 22 inches, 2008

RACE OF LIFE 
Oil on canvas, 59 x 77 inches, 2008

DESIRE
Oil on canvas, 33  x 33 inches, 2014

DESIRE-X
Oil on canvas, 40 x 60 inches, 2014
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Vijender Sharma is possibly one of the most brilliant exponents of the genre of photo realism in 
India. Excellence in this form demands an extremely high level of skill of both eye and hand, and a 
rigorous schooling. The significant thing, however, is not his great virtuosity but that this transcends 
mere academism with a satirical world view which is very much his own. His eye for detail and his 
stunning use of light and shade, transparency and reflection lend themselves to mystery and magic. 
While Vijender achieves breath - taking effects with an extremely clever use of innovative devices, 
he veers between sheer realism, surrealism and satire. If he could make a more considered choice 
between these and exercise a greater restraint he would surely join the ranks of our very best painters.

Very Realistic Fantasies!
Very intricate works

F.N. Souza, 1996

Anjolie Ela Menon, 2000
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An artist must be judged on his own terms and not be screening him through our own prejudiced 

preferences. The right way to measure the quality of a work is to find what the artist had attempted to 

express and to what extent he had achieved it. Modernity grants the artist liberty to choose his mode of 

expression. Neither a total submission to nature’s dictate nor a rejection of its order can infuse merit into 

a plastic expression. It is intensity of feeling an artist could inject in his work that elevate it from being an 

empty place with styles to the level of poetic expression.

Those who make a favourites of styles and concepts turns themselves into lovers of styles and concepts, not 

of art. Instead of being enriched by art their limitations turns them into imitators of their favourites.

Vijender draws his strength not from style but his handling of the medium and content - His language is 

simple but his manner of utterance only proves that it is not simple to be simple. He must be judged on his 

own terms.

Satish Gujral, 2001
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The iconoclastic irreverance of this painter is a treat. We cannot help chuckling and smiling with the 

incongruities he can think up. The Buddha, of another age, complete with the hair - do of balloons, 

causes us - as it were - to be shaken out of our servility to self - interest, to our presumption of the 

stance of goodness. By joking with unearned sacrosance, the painter makes us question ourselves. His 

is thereby no pointless amusement. Everytime he has a strongness or string behind the apparently 

harmless clowning.

These, what may be called raids over the borders of human imagination, are rib - tickling. The artist 

ceaselessly, patiently, obstinately challenging accepted truths, makes things stand on their heads. He 

takes nothing for granted; addedly, his penchant for optical manouvres too takes us aback. The work is 

therefore naturally in a fantastic vein, the playfulness never getting out of hand, never being sadistic or 

cruel. Spectres, and everything else connected with visual hallucinations, flow into his strongly coloured 

compositions. Such a manner of tapping the unconscious results in a freeing of us from draconian 

moral or social taboos, quite as in some kind of quirky dramatic performances. So, his work does 

operate on the plane of emotional and imaginative creativity. He makes painting a field for his mental 

explorations. The banality of his subject matter is redeerged by his own fecund inventiveness, a sense 

for the inexplicable. No wonder we are disconcerted from now and again, but nevertheless welcome 

such artistic pranks, as since they lift us out of the dulliness of routine perceptions. The regimen of 

accepted, over respectable, establishment art truths has to be thrown off from time to time, so that 

we are refreshed to anew return to our serious concerns. The painter’s lack of solemnity, even as he 

approches his art work, leads to a feeling of bucolic freedom and weightlessness. Dogmas are done with 

for a while. The painter contributes to tracing the silhouette of the naughty inner man beyond the reach 

of outward laws. But in this passion is no psychological perversity, rather the glimpse of an artistic 

gift, the blessings of an order of wit or humor as certainly adds a fresh note in the orchestra that is the 

contemporary painting of the day.

Keshav Malik, 1998
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BORN:                   1962, New Delhi, India

EDUCATION: M.F.A. (Painting with distinction, Gold Medalist) from College of Art, 
New Delhi, 1990

Participated in more than hundred group shows between 1987 and 2022, nationally and 
internationally

Participated in numerous art capms between 1987 and 2021, nationally and internationally

Solo Exhibitions:

Camps: 

Awards:

Group Exhibitions:

1989        
1996-97            
1998-99-2000           
2001-02-2003
2003                
2004
2005
2008

2014             

1986 
1987 
1990 
2003 
2009 
2015                   
2016                  
2016            

Shridharani Art Gallery, New Delhi
LTG Art Gallery, New Delhi
Art Indus, New Delhi
Shridharani Art Gallery by Art Indus, New Delhi
Harmony Show by Reliance, Nehru Centre, Mumbai
Shridharani Art Gallery by Art Indus, New Delhi
Shridharani Art Gallery by Art Indus, New Delhi
Balance of Life at Shridharani Art Gallery, Inaugurated by Dr. A.P.J.  
Abdul Kalam (Former President of India)
Inner Voices Art Exhibition at Lalit Kala Akademy, New Delhi

Sahitya Kala Parishad, New Delhi
All India Police Meet, M.P.
Pt. Ravi Shankar Award (College of Art), New Delhi;Yuva Mahotsav by Sahitya Kala Parishad, New Delhi,
AIFACS (All India Fine Arts & Crafts Society), New Delhi
Artist of the year Award, Harmony Show, Mumbai
AIFACS (1st prize) Painting, New Delhi.
Kala-Ratan Samman by Agnipath (NGO)
Raja Ravi Varma Samman by Megh Mandal Sansthan, Mumbai.
Got Guinness World Records in Longest Painting in the World (group)

Collections:  Former President of India, Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam, Parliament House; College of Art, New Delhi; Mr. Mukesh Ambani, 
Mrs. Tina Anil Ambani, Mr. V.C. Burman, Mr. Harsha Goenka, Mr. Abhishek Manu Singhavi, Mr. Shailesh Khetan, Hyatt Regency Hotel, 
The Oberoi Hotel, Hyderabad House, United Kingdom, Japan, Denmark, Dubai, Italy, Paris, Sweden, Singapore, U.S.A, Tanzania, 
Turkey & many other private collections in India and abroad.

Others: Contributed paintings for TV Programs – B.R. Chopra’s ‘Mahabharata’. Ramanand Sagar’s ‘Ramayana’ & ‘Vikram aur Vaital’; 
Made two commissioned portraits of former President of India, Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam and one portrait of former President of India 
Dr. Pranav Mukherjee for Rashtrapati Bhawan; one portrait of Lok Sabha Speaker Mr. P.A. Sangama for Parliament House; Punjab & 
SAARC Art Competition & many others. Had been a judge at AIFACS; Guinness Book Record, Longest Painting, Meerut Group, India
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